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Karri Folan DiPetrillo

About Me
• High school in Providence, RI


• ScB from Brown in 2013

• research & concentration in 

biological physics


• PhD from Harvard in 2019

• Searches for long-lived particles 

• ATLAS Muon Spectrometer


• Now: Lederman Fellow at 
Fermilab with CMS

• Searching for new physics with 

unconventional signatures 

• Precision timing with silicon 

detectors


• email: kdipetri@fnal.gov
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About this lecture
• Adapted from a Saturday Morning Physics lecture for high 

school students

• joint with Christian Herwig and Alexx Perloff


• We’ll talk about

• Why particle physicists use colliders 

• What questions we want to answer at the LHC

• How the CMS and ATLAS experiments works

• An example analysis 


• Other great resources 

• CERN Summer Student Lecture Series [2019]

• Proceedings of other intros to LHC physics 

• https://arxiv.org/abs/1004.5564

• https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.07864


• Physics motivation for ATLAS/CMS detector design 

• At the Leading Edge: Chapter 1
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https://summer-timetable.web.cern.ch/summer-timetable/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1004.5564
https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.07864
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Particle physics
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Interested in the smallest pieces of matter…

fundamental particles

and the forces that govern these particles
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How do we access small scales? 
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Apr 20, 2020 �20Saturday Morning Physics - LHC

What we see in the detector

Higgs
Z

Z

ℓ

ℓ
ℓ

ℓ

-

-

Our goal: identify & measure 
all detector stable particles

Means we never see the Higgs 
Just it’s decay products

Visible light ~ 5x10-7 m LHC collision ~ 10-19 m

High-energy collisions access small distances
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Particle Colliders as a Microscope

• Quantum Mechanics tells us particles ~ waves

• A particle with energy E has wavelength λ=hc/E

• c = the speed of light

• h = Planck intrinsic angular momentum (spin)


• Proton mass is 10-24 grams, or 1 Giga electron-volt (GeV)

• eV = energy an electron gains over 1 volt

• Proton wavelength is 0.2 femto-meters (10-15)

!6

To accelerate an electron to 1 GeV, 
need a stack of AA batteries from 
Chicago to Geneva — the long way!
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• Quantum Mechanics tells us particles ~ waves
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• c = the speed of light
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• At the LHC, we continue a long tradition of looking to 
smaller scales to achieve a simpler description of nature
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Periodic Table
• How to understand diverse substances in everyday life?

• Water, glass, concrete, aluminum, gasoline, …

!8

• A set of fundamental (chemical) elements and 
prescriptions for how they may combine with each other.
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Periodic Table
• How to understand diverse substances in everyday life?

• Water, glass, concrete, aluminum, gasoline, …
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• A set of fundamental (chemical) elements and 
prescriptions for how they may combine with each other.

Why so many 
columns, rows?

Does it go on 
forever?
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• Interesting coincidence? 

• mproton = 0.9383 GeV

• mneutron = 0.9396 GeV


• Hint of even deeper structure!

Atomic Nuclei

• Nuclei are just collections of protons 
and neutrons

• With electrons, only need 3 ingredients 

for ordinary matter!

!10
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Simplicity = predictiveness
• Strong force: interaction structure 

+ a single coupling


• Predicts VAST range of 
phenomena:

• proton, neutron masses

• 'excited' states

• gluon force carrier

!11

Fig. 1 Pictorial representation of a tt̄h event as produced by an event generator. The hard interaction (big
red blob) is followed by the decay of both top quarks and the Higgs boson (small red blobs). Additional
hard QCD radiation is produced (red) and a secondary interaction takes place (purple blob) before
the final-state partons hadronise (light green blobs) and hadrons decay (dark green blobs). Photon
radiation occurs at any stage (yellow).

on the understanding of LHC physics. The construction, maintenance, validation and extension of event
generators is therefore one of the principal tasks of particle-physics phenomenology today.

The inner working of event generators

Fig. 1 pictorially represents a hadron-collider event, where a tt̄h final state is produced and evolves by
including effects of QCD bremsstrahlung in the initial and final state, the underlying event, hadronisation
and, finally, the decays of unstable hadrons into stable ones. Event generators usually rely on the fac-
torisation of such events into different well-defined phases, corresponding to different kinematic regimes.
In the description of each of these phases different approximations are employed. In general the central
piece of the event simulation is provided by the hard process (the dark red blob in the figure), which
can be calculated in fixed order perturbation theory in the coupling constants owing to the correspond-
ingly high scales. This part of the simulation is handled by computations based on matrix elements,
which are either hard-coded or provided by special programs called parton-level or matrix-element (ME)
generators. The QCD evolution described by parton showers then connects the hard scale of coloured
parton creation with the hadronisation scale where the transition to the colourless hadrons occurs. The
parton showers model multiple QCD bremsstrahlung in an approximation to exact perturbation theory,
which is accurate to leading logarithmic order. At the hadronisation scale, which is of the order of a
few ΛQCD, QCD partons are transformed into primary hadrons (light green blobs) by applying purely
phenomenological fragmentation models having typically around ten parameters to be fitted to data.
The primary hadrons finally are decayed into particles that can be observed in detectors. In most cases
effective theories or simple symmetry arguments are invoked to describe these decays. Another impor-
tant feature associated with the decays is QED bremsstrahlung, which is simulated by techniques that
are accurate at leading logarithmic order and, eventually, supplemented with exact first-order results. A
particularly difficult scenario arises in hadronic collisions, where remnants of the incoming hadrons may
experience secondary hard or semi-hard interactions. This underlying event is pictorially represented by
the purple blob in Fig. 1. Such effects are beyond QCD factorisation theorems and therefore no complete
first-principles theory is available. Instead, phenomenological models are employed again, with more
parameters to be adjusted by using comparisons with data.
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The weak force

!12

Muon decay in 
cosmic rays

Radioactive 
decay

Z boson production at 
particle colliders

• Similarly, weak interactions explained by a single coupling!
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Something missing
• Particle masses not included in the theory — big hole!

• AND if we go to even smaller distances the theory breaks

!13

At high energies

Predict probabilities 


> 1 !!!

A crucial player – gauge boson interactions
• What if there was no Higgs:

4/14/2020 Hannsjörg Weber (Fermilab) 4

8 Chapter 2. Physics at the High Energy Frontier

and the gauge field strength tensor

F a
µν = ∂µA

a
ν − ∂νA

a
µ − gXfabcA

b
µA

c
ν . (2.9)

A Lagrangian with massive gauge bosons cannot be made invariant under these transformations.

“Unrenormalizibility” of a gauge theory with massive gauge bosons

The propagator of the massive weak gauge boson behaves for large momentum transfer as

−igµν +
pµpν
M2

p2 −M2 + iϵ
−−−−→
p2→∞

pµpν
p2M2

.

Integrating over momentum space for gauge bosons leads to severe divergences. Even for a p2

cut-off parameter, an infinite number of such parameters would be needed due to higher order

diagrams. Thus, the theory would be “unrenormalizable”.

Unitarity violation

Processes contributing to the WW scattering of longitudinal polarized W bosons, WL, are shown

in figure 2.1. The scattering amplitude for this process scales as E2 for high energies E:

W−

W+ W+

W−

(a)
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W+

Z/γ
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Figure 2.1: Leading Order diagrams contributing to W+W− −→ W+W− scattering: a) quartic
coupling, b) s-channel, c) t-channel, and d) u-channel.

|M(W+
L W−

L −→ W+
L W−

L )| ∼
E≫MW

E2.

Therefore, the electroweak theory of the Lagrangian in equation (2.1) breaks down at high energies.

2.1.1 The electroweak symmetry breaking

At the end of the previous section, three problems within the electroweak theory were shown.

The minimal solution to those problems is to retain the gauge symmetry in the Lagrangian, but

dropping it for the physical states. This concept is known as electroweak symmetry breaking. In

the following, the discussion is restricted to the case of the SM, the Higgs mechanism [19–21],

sometimes also called Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism.

The Higgs mechanism introduces a complex scalar field φ with Y = 1 and weak isospin T = 1/2:

φ =
1√
2

!
φ1 + iφ2

φ3 + iφ4

"
≡

!
φ+

φ0

"
(2.10)
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Figure 16: Cross sections (in nanobarns) for the five different scattering processes of longitudinal
weak gauge bosons: SM with a 120GeV and a 1 TeV Higgs in the upper line, in the middle: SM
without a Higgs without and with K-matrix unitarization, respectively. In the lower line, the case
of α4,5 switched on are shown, on the left without, on the right with K matrix unitarization. The
contribution from the forward region is cut out by a 15 degree cut around the beam axis.

The different formalisms for coupling vector resonances all result in the same scattering

amplitude. This is not surprising since this amplitude is completely determined by spin and

isospin conservation together with the LET. In order to give the CCWZ interpretation of the

vector resonance as a gauge field (in contrast to a generic matter field) a physical meaning,

we would have to measure triple ρ couplings, analogous to the LEP2 measurements of triple

gauge couplings. Unfortunately, such measurements are beyond the reach of LHC.

– 44 –

JHEP 11 (2008) 010
A crucial player – gauge boson interactions
• What if there was no Higgs:
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Figure 16: Cross sections (in nanobarns) for the five different scattering processes of longitudinal
weak gauge bosons: SM with a 120GeV and a 1 TeV Higgs in the upper line, in the middle: SM
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The different formalisms for coupling vector resonances all result in the same scattering

amplitude. This is not surprising since this amplitude is completely determined by spin and

isospin conservation together with the LET. In order to give the CCWZ interpretation of the

vector resonance as a gauge field (in contrast to a generic matter field) a physical meaning,

we would have to measure triple ρ couplings, analogous to the LEP2 measurements of triple

gauge couplings. Unfortunately, such measurements are beyond the reach of LHC.
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Introducing the Higgs boson
• The Higgs field: couples to ALL massive particles.

• Electron mass originates from a Higgs-electron coupling 

!14

h

hg = 0.12

h

h
e+

e�g = 2.94⇥ 10�6

g = 2.94⇥ 10�6

t

t̄g = 1.002

h

Each particle has a different 
mass, which means a 
DIFFERENT coupling for EVERY 
SINGLE PARTICLE!

Measure them!

Why so many 
new couplings?
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Beyond the Higgs?

• Many questions revolve around the Higgs — the newest 
and least-understood component of the Standard Model

• Why are there so many different masses/couplings, and with 

such different sizes?

• Is there only one Higgs boson?

• Is the Higgs a fundamental particle or a composite, like the 

proton?

• Is the Higgs also responsible for neutrino masses?

• Does the Higgs respect the known symmetries of nature?

• How does dark matter fit into this picture??

• …


• Higgs is a fundamentally unique particle within the SM!

!15
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Breaking the Higgs

• So far, we've made progress by asking "what happens to 
our model at shorter distances?" E.g. looking

• At substances’ chemical structure

• Inside the atom

• Inside the nucleus

• At high-energy W boson scattering


• Can we also "break" current theory of the Higgs?

• Yes!

!16
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The hierarchy puzzle
• Can calculate Higgs mass. Find two contributions:

!17

e+

e�

t

t̄

?
?

Higgs 
mass = +

measured!
125 GeV

a few terms 
~ 100 GeV 

contributions proportional 
from each massive particle

undiscovered particles too!

• E.g. a 1016 GeV graviton wants to "pull up" the Higgs 
mass to 1016 GeV, but we observe it as 125 GeV. Why??
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A new symmetry?
• Suggests a new mechanism to keeps Higgs light


• Supersymmetry is one possible answer

• Idea: every SM particle gets a copy, with equal and opposite 

contribution to Higgs mass

!18

Super-
partner

SM
particle

• Experimental question: where are the super-partners?

• Expect their masses to be near the Higgs.

• We can look for these new particles at the LHC!
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And there are even more questions

• If we just think about the Standard Model

• why are there three generations of quarks and leptons? 

• are all leptons the same?

• why is there more matter than anti-matter in the universe?

• What is dark matter? Can we make dark matter particles in 

colliders?

• What about gravity? 

• ….


• A high energy collider is a generic way to probe all of 
these questions!

!19



How to do physics at the LHC

The easy way…
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Example: How to find a Higgs

!21

arXiv:2004.03969

The Higgs!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.03969
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The Large Hadron Collider

!22

THE LARGE HADRON COLLIDER �23. The LHC and the ATLAS detector

LHCbLHCb
ATLASATLAS

ALICEALICECMSCMS

Lake GenevaLake Geneva

AlpsAlps

SalèveSalève

LHCLHC
Figure 3.1: Aerial view of Geneva with an overlaid drawing of the LHC and associated experi-

ments [41].

3.1.1 Specifications

The LHC is last step of a multi-stage chain of accelerators called the LHC accelerator complex [42],

shown in Fig. 3.2. Protons are first retrieved from hydrogen atoms and accelerated by the Linac 2

linear accelerator to 50 MeV per proton. The protons are then passed successively to the Proton

Synchotron Booster (PSB), Proton Synchotron (PS), and Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) where

they are accelerated to 1.4 GeV, 25 GeV, and 450 GeV, respectively. The protons are finally fed into

the LHC where they are maximally accelerated to 4 TeV in 2012 operations, yielding a center-of-mass

collision energy of 8 TeV. This chain is summarized in Table 3.1. At full energy, the protons will

typically circulate the LHC for many hours at a time.

Protons travel around the LHC in two oppositely circulated beams. The proton beams are bent

and focused by powerful superconducting electromagnets, which operate cryogenically at an ultracold

9

√s = 13 TeV 

Lives on the border of Geneva, Switzerland & France

The LHC = 

source of particles


 27 km circumference


protons travel at 

99.999 999 99%

the speed of light
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Making heavier particles

!23

Exotic Particles?

E = m2 + p2

proton proton

LHC = Highest energy collider in the world

mass = 1 GeV
E = 6500 GeV

Top (173 GeV)

Higgs (125 GeV)
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⌥ resonances, and in the continuum regions o↵ the resonances. Operating between 1999 and 2010, the
two experiments collected data samples totaling about 1600 fb�1. The largest sample used for LLP
searches was 711 fb�1.

In many LLP search analyses performed to date, the SM backgrounds have been extremely small,
sometimes much less than one event. In such cases, the search sensitivity grows roughly linearly with the
integrated luminosity of the data sample. This is in contrast to background-dominated BSM searches,
where sensitivity is proportional to the square root of the integrated luminosity. Therefore, LLP searches
are especially attractive for high-luminosity colliders. In particular, this includes the future runs of the
LHC [22], but also those of Belle II [23] and proposed high-energy e

+
e
� facilities such as FCC-ee [24].

As the focus of this review is BSM LLP searches at particle colliders, we aim to cover the broad range
of theoretical models, their experimental signatures at such facilities, and published searches pursuing
them. Thus, other than an occasional mention when relevant, we do not discuss experiments at non-
collider facilities or results from astrophysical observations1. Furthermore, following the definition of
LLP signatures stated above, we do not include signatures without detectable features of the LLP or
its decay.

Basic distance-scale definitions used throughout the review are indicated in Fig. 1. A particle decay
is considered prompt if the distance between the particle’s production and decay points is smaller than
or comparable to the spatial resolution of the detector. By contrast, a distance significantly larger than
the spatial resolution characterizes a displaced decay. Depending on the relevant detector subsystem,
the typical resolution scale is between tens of micrometers to tens of millimeters. The second distance
scale of relevance is the typical size of the detector or relevant subsystem, ranging from about 10 cm to
10 m. A particle is detector stable if its decay typically occurs at larger distances.

In Sec. 2 we review the theoretical motivation and a variety of BSM scenarios that give rise to
LLPs. The experimental methods used for identifying LLPs, which frequently give rise to non-standard

1
For a review of implications of collider-accessible LLPs on cosmology and astroparticle physics, see Ref. [2]

Figure 1: The SM contains a large number of metastable particles. A selection of the SM particle
spectrum is shown as a function of mass and proper lifetime. Shaded regions roughly represent the
detector-prompt and detector-stable regions of lifetime space, for a particle moving at close to the
speed of light.

5

We don’t see the Higgs, it decays…
Three categories of particles, based on lifetime

!24
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How does the Higgs decay?

!25

• H→ɣɣ and H→ZZ have small 
rate but are very “clean”


• H→bb is large, but more 
difficult due to large 
backgrounds

0.2%

2.6%

6.3%

22%

58%
H → bb

H → γγ
H → ZZ

H → τ+τ−

H → W+W−

H → cc
2.9%
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with possible flat directions. Still, physics at lower energies is desirable to solve other
mysteries of the universe such as dark matter or the matter-antimatter asymmetry. The
Higgs boson discovery at the LHC leaves all these options open.

II.4. Higgs production and decay mechanisms

Reviews of the SM Higgs boson’s properties and phenomenology, with an emphasis on
the impact of loop corrections to the Higgs boson decay rates and cross sections, can be
found in Refs. [32–38].

II.4.1. Production mechanisms at hadron colliders

The main production mechanisms at the Tevatron and the LHC are gluon fusion,
weak-boson fusion, associated production with a gauge boson and associated production
with top quarks. Figure 11.2 depicts representative diagrams for these dominant Higgs
production processes.
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Figure 11.2: Generic Feynman diagrams contributing to the Higgs production
in (a) gluon fusion, (b) weak-boson fusion, (c) Higgs-strahlung (or associated
production with a gauge boson) and (d) associated production with top quarks.

The cross sections for the production of a SM Higgs boson as a function of
√

s, the center
of mass energy, for pp collisions, including bands indicating the theoretical uncertainties,
are summarized in Fig. 11.3 [39]. A detailed discussion, including uncertainties in the
theoretical calculations due to missing higher order effects and experimental uncertainties
on the determination of SM parameters involved in the calculations can be found in
Refs. [36–38]. These references also contain state of the art discussions on the impact of
PDF’s uncertainties, QCD scale uncertainties and uncertainties due to different matching
procedures when including higher order corrections matched to parton shower simulations
as well as uncertainties due to hadronization and parton-shower events.

Table 11.1, from Refs. [36,38], summarizes the Higgs boson production cross sections
and relative uncertainties for a Higgs mass of 125GeV, for

√
s = 7, 8 and 14 TeV.
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What we see in the detector
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Higgs
Z

Z

ℓ

ℓ
ℓ

ℓ

-

-

Our goal: identify & measure

all detector stable particles

Means we never see the Higgs

Just it’s decay products
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How we identify our particles
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y

electrons
photons

charged		
hadrons

neutral		
hadrons

muons

neutrinos

Inner	Detector

Electromagne6c		
Calorimeter

Muon	Spectrometer

Hadronic	
Calorimeter

cylindrical geometry

barrel + endcaps

x
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A real detector!
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Inner	Detector

Muon	Spectrometer

Calorimeter

Solenoid
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Then we make a Higgs
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Select events with 4 leptons (e or µ)

Identify pairs of leptons from Z bosons

Higgs
Z

Z

ℓ

ℓ
ℓ

ℓ

-

-

Compute the Higgs mass

Fill histogram ➝ see a bump!



Challenge #1

The Detector
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Example: How to find a Higgs
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Data

arXiv:2004.03969

What does it take

to collect this dataset? 

What does it take to 
make this plot? 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.03969
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It’s hard work to make a detector
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1997 2008

~complete design installation

hundreds? of people to build ATLAS Muon Spectrometer

20 m
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Even installing one chamber is hard
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It probably takes 2 weeks per chamber 
to go from the surface inside ATLAS/CMS 

to be fully connected and turned ON

if nothing breaks…
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There are thousands of chambers
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How a detector works
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ATLAS has 300,000 muon drift tubes
The entire ATLAS detector has 100 million electronic channels!

Muon chambers are made up of drift tubes
a single drift tube ➝ position measurement

muon

anode		
wire

Rmin

cathode	tube	
3	cm	diameter

electrons

a@er	some	electronics	
signal	shaping

si
gn

al

time

drift time

threshold
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Reconstructing particles
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Then we take our signals and reconstruct them into muons

Muon Chamber

Muon Chamber

Muon Track

Muon 
Track

Inner 
Detector 

Track



Challenge #2

The Event Rate
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LHC makes MANY collisions
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~3200 bunches of protons

in LHC ring

bunches cross every 25 ns

40 million crossings per second

each bunch contains ~100 billion protons

we get ~50 pp-collisions per crossing

or 2 billion collisions per second

Only one of these is a Higgs!
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The trigger challenge
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We can only save one thousand 

events (or crossings) per second


Can only select ~1 in a million collisions

And we need to do it quickly!

If we saved every LHC event

in an hour we’d accumulate 


as much data as as one year of 
Facebook uploads 

how can we pick out the interesting events?
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The pile-up challenge
LHC events are busy! 
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A 2017 Z➝µµ candidate, 

with 65 additional “pile-up” vertices

~50 mm
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Trigger = two step process
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step 1

Step 1. 

coarse muon and 

calorimeter information  

decision time: 3.2 µs


keeps 1/400 crossings

Step 2.

nearly full detector in 


region of interest

decision time: 200 ms

keeps 1/100 crossings
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No room for error!
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Data taking is a high stakes environment
If the trigger throws your event away, it's lost forever

If something goes wrong with your detector 
can’t use that data for physics

ATLAS and CMS take 
data 24/7

8 shifters in the Control Room
~30 people reachable by phone

Teams of experts who
work to maintain detectors

Teams of experts who
work to maintain computers
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The work doesn’t stop there
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After data taking 

Quantify detector performance 


Make projections to ensure detectors will keep working

Ensure good agreement between predictions & data 
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Finally our data is ready for physics
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And it’s not just used for one Higgs measurement

measure top quark mass 


study properties of W/Z bosons

look for new exotic particles! 


Every analysis we do is incredibly rewarding

and tells us something new about particle physics

= !
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What’s next?

• High Luminosity LHC

• we’ve only collected 5% of the LHC’s data so far

• improvements to the ATLAS and CMS detectors

• could we discover a new rare process or a particles with 

challenging signatures?  


• Next machine is likely to be a lepton collider

• Future Circular Collider 

• Compact Linear Collider 

• Internaltional Linear collider

• Muon Collider??? 


• We should know more soon! 

• European Strategy Report comes out tomorrow

• US Snowmass process is ongoing
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Conclusions

• Standard Model is not the complete picture of the 
universe 


• High energy particle colliders are 

• one of the most effective ways to look for new particles

• and to do measurements which try to “break” the Standard 

Model


• Being a scientist at the Large Hadron Collider means

• you have MANY wonderful collaborators 

• working together on fun detector, trigger, and analysis 

challenges


• The future is bright: new physics could be lurking just 
around the corner!
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